e-Travel Uses Splunk To Build a Seamless Online
Travel Experience: An EMA ROI Story
Executive Summary
ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES® (EMA™)
authors Return on Investment (ROI) Case Studies covering
enterprise management products that demonstrate above-average
customer value.

HIGHLIGHTS

Vendor name: Splunk Inc.

solution is implemented at e-Travel SA, an online travel agency

Product area: Application Performance
Management

for data collection, indexing, search and analysis that gives

Customer name: e-Travel
Customer domain: Online Travel Agency
Product name: Splunk® Enterprise™

based solution installed and readily extended on commodity

Product version: Splunk 5.0.2

customers have provided impressive case studies regarding ROI.

focusing on Russia, Greece, Cyprus, Romania and Bulgaria, e-Travel SA has several online properties
including www.trip.ru, www.airtickets24.com and www.pamediakopes.gr.

e-Travel SA organization in general and its Information Technology team in particular.

Splunk
Background
http://www.splunk.com NASDAQ:

indexing, search and analysis that gives organizations substantial freedom to better understand its
free organizations from much of the overhead of competing approaches that require costly and timeconsuming normalization and rationalization of data before it can be made useful.
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Product Description
access controls that facilitate tailoring of reports and analysis to individual users and restrict access

No. 7937344 for organizing and interpreting machine data through the use

have resulted in an annual
growth rate in the high
in relational databases.

e-Travel SA
Background

t www.trip.ru
t www.pamediakopes.gr
t www.airtickets24.com
t www.fantasticgreece.com
t www.avion.ro
t www.trip.ua
t www.trip.bg

Interviewed Implementation Team
is implemented at e-Travel include:

Reimbursement cases from travel inventory partners
Digital intelligence to better understand site usage and end-user experience
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As an OTA, e-Travel relies on its IT organization to carry a pivotal role in
this EMA ROI Case Study consisted of members of the e-Travel IT and
Product Development teams. These teams are responsible for the design

e-Travel SA (e-Travel) is a
top-10 European online travel

properties such as www.trip.ru and www.pamediakopes.gr to improve
customer experience and online purchasing habits.
Team Leader, Information Technology
Director, Product Development
These team members are directly responsible for large segments of operational infrastructure. They

Splunk at e-Travel
Error and Performance Monitoring
the core travel customers can, and often do, move to competitors. Detecting and correcting these
issues in a relatively short amount of time is most important to OTAs.

Developers needed to utilize manual connectivity to remote systems and perform searches on available

Business Measurement and Strategic Management
having visibility into the performance of its online properties and customer habits is important to the

Infrastructure performance
Customer experience monitoring
Ability to extract statistical data on user behavior
Strategic decisions in online platform development
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the e-Travel properties themselves.

Product Acquisition Story

of operational intelligence across the organization.

in an approximately 40-month timeframe.

Successes
Tangible Return on Investment
Support Issues (time to locate series of errors)
root cause of each of the error-related incidents. These errors could stem from various areas of

Before

After

Incidents per week

40

40

Man-hours per incident

4

0,5

Weeks

52

52

Average hourly compensation for IT staff
Support costs
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€15

€15

€124.800

€15.600
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Downtime Prevention / Errors in Release

Before

After

€50.000

€50.000

Hours of downtime per week

4

0,5

Weeks

52

52

€10.400.000

€1.300.000

Cost per incident per hour

Annual missed revenue

Reimbursement Cases from Global Distribution Systems
(GDS) for various elements of the travel experience. Reimbursement discrepancies can occur due to
payments from GDS supply partners.
Before
GDS Events per month

After

-

58

€ 92

€ 92

Months

12

12

Annual recovered revenue

€-

€64.032

Value per GDS event

Targeted Product Development; Improved Customer Experience

e-Travel Product Development team is able to target and prioritize product development by analyzing
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Distribution_System
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business processes. This enhances the ability of the Product Development team members to utilize
their resources and to focus their efforts directly on customer experience.

Conversion Rate
a time sensitive inventory and trend-driven business model, online travel agencies are particularly
of improving these customer conversion rates is to monitor and analyze the purchasing decisions

able to improve conversion rates. By monitoring customer purchasing paths and habits in real time,

Strategic Management and Chronological Data Monitoring
The above uses of application data from the e-Travel online properties focus on tactical and operational
performed last quarter but do
performing today

of continuous operational-based data. The information has been transformed from application data
of each of the online properties and prioritize strategic decisions to expand the business.

Return on Investment Summary
Tangible Return on Investment
Before

After

Savings

Time to locate errors

40 incidents per week *
4 man-hours per incident *
52 weeks *
€15 per hour rate =
€124.000 Total

40 incidents per week *
0,5 man-hours per incident *
52 weeks *
€15 per hour rate =
€15.600 Total

€109.200 in reduced labor
commitment per year

Downtime prevention via
reduction in errors per
release

€50.000 per hour per
incident *
Four (4) one hour incidents
per week *
52 weeks =
€10.400.000 Total

€50.000 per hour per
incident *
One (1) 30 min incident
per week *
52 weeks =
€1.300.000 Total

€9.100.000 in reduced
system downtime per year

Reimbursement cases from
Global Distribution Systems
(GDS)

N/A – No ability to log
events and track issues
with GDS partners

58 events per month *
€92 per event *
12 months =
€64.032 Total

€64.032 in reimbursements
from GDS partners
€9.273.232
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Tangible Return on Investment
Before

After

Impact
Improved application
customer experience.

Targeted product
development and customer
experience

Reactive to customer
dynamics with online
property product
development and
enhancement

Direct connection between
customer preference
and strategic product
development

Conversion rate

Historical view of customer
buying process with
purchase transactions

Real-time awareness of
customer booking process
and ability to make
strategic adjustments

Enhanced conversion
rate and improvement of
customer margins

Creation of dashboards
with technical and business
KPIs based on real-time
operational data

Management and
technical scorecards.
Easier to evaluate the
importance of issues.

Strategic management
and chronological data
monitoring

Lack of forward looking
dashboards and reporting
information.
Lack of continuous,
real-time information on
business performance.

Enhanced prioritization
of product development
efforts.

EMA Perspective
In the rapidly-changing environment of the online travel industry, proactive organizations have the
opportunity to establish and maintain a competitive business edge. These organizations develop this
competitive advantage by leveraging operational application information
customer behavioral data available via its online properties, there is the
prospect of improving the customer experience and capturing a greater

operational data from internal application sources to build its competitive
by concentrating on the central and southern
European regions. Since 2009, travel customers all across Europe have
2

traditional travel providers3
4

“Priceline Can Fuel Upside By Making Further Inroads In Europe”, Forbes.com, April 1, 2013,
http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2013/04/01/priceline-can-fuel-upside-by-making-further-inroads-in-europe/
3
“Kayak focuses on Europe before joining Priceline”, MSN Money, March 15, 2013,
http://money.msn.com/top-stocks/post.aspx?post=a7647e5e-2581-4e2a-b1a9-1ece33be6b9d
4
“Regional Overview Europe”, European Travel Commission,
http://www.newmediatrendwatch.com/regional-overview/103-europe?start=2
2
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Using Splunk software to gain
insight into its operational
management decisions in real time.

gain insight into its operational application data enables e-Travel to mitigate

using manual, point-in-time processes.

“

In a blink of an eye,
the development team can
detect errors and anomalies
and process complex,
heavy queries in seconds.
Using other platforms, this
would be unrealistic.

“

Splunk can raise
flags on the spot and
enables real-time
problem detection and
decision making.

“

Customer Quotes

“

About EMA
spectrum of IT and data management technologies. EMA analysts leverage a unique combination of practical experience, insight into
industry best practices, and in-depth knowledge of current and planned vendor solutions to help its clients achieve their goals. Learn
more about EMA research, analysis, and consulting services for enterprise line of business users, IT professionals and IT vendors at
www.enterprisemanagement.com or blogs.enterprisemanagement.com. You can also follow EMA on Twitter or Facebook.
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